Studies and different analysis in lexical semantic field are also compiled via lexical and semantic fields. 
Introduction
In Albanian language the adverbs are a well studied class. This class is not only represented in early grammars, but is also treated from different angles as semantic, functional, word-formation etc. The synonymy is also studied as well. Literary developed languages are very rich with synonyms. If the languages are very developed, they are very flourishing, complicated and very rich of synonyms (Islamaj Shefkie, 1985) . The Albanian language is one if these languages.
Synonymy
In general, synonymy is accepted as one of the most important semantic systems, even in the first part of twentieth century, in American linguistics we find statements as the one of L. Bloomfield that doesn't accept the existence of (real) lexical synonymy in language: According to him (1933) every linguistic form has a specified and defined meaning. Nowadays, this thought is exceeded.
One of the most famous linguists in the field of lexical semantics, John Lions (2001) is focused extensively on the semantic phenomena in language.
He uses the terms complete synonymy and genuine synonymy. He distinguishes four kinds of complete synonymy (genuine and non genuine synonymy): complete synonymy and genuine synonymy; genuine synonymy, but not complete; non genuine synonymy, but not complete; non genuine and non complete synonymy . që përforcohet me kalimin e kohës. Gjithmonë. Përherë. Dita-ditës. E shihja time bijë se si rritej e se si bëhej dita-ditës edhe më e bukur. (Let. art.) 
Synonymic semantic fields
When talking about the concept of semantic fields, we support the concept of structural linguistics refering to linguistics fields in general. Also, the Albanian linguist J. Thomai (2009) observes these fields due to structural linguistics. According to him, we can describe the semantic fields of every word, starting from different angles: if we start from polysemy, the semantic field will have to consider all meanings of a word in fixed stage of language; if we start from semantic relations of the words, we can do groupings according to the same elements of synonyms, according to opposite elements of antonyms etc.
Refering to this definition, we can find out adverbial synonymic semantic fields reflected on the Albanian Synonymic Dictionary (2004) .
Even here we can divide in two big groups:
a. the goup of synonymic semantic fields related to an adverb, which includes all the meanings of these units, that enter in synonymic relation with this adverb. For example, for the adverb alb: vrenjtur, engl: cloudy the lexical field means all the meanings of the words (in bold), included in the lexical field of this lexeme. This field has 1 (vrenjtur)+32 (adverbs within the synonymic group) = 33 lexemes. This way, we have a field that implicates the sum of synonymic meanings of all these words (monosemantic or polysemantic 
Synonymic adverbs
As other parts of speech the adverbs enter in synonymic relations with each-other. When studying these synonymic adverbs due to lexical-semantic fields, we discover very interesting phenomena, especially of the lexical-semantic fields of adverbs, formed by the suffixes (in Albanian) -isht, -thi, as / -azi, -shëm, -t(ë), -a, -aj, -sh, -çe. The Albanian adverbs in general and others that enter in synonymic relations with each other are derived and not derived. Language Grammar, 2002) , as near, bad, well, down, behind, above (alb: afër, keq, larg, mirë, poshtë, prapa, lart) etc.
Not derived adverbs are the kind of adverbs that in nowadays point of view aren't indissoluble (Albanian
These adverbs enter in synonymic relations with derived and not derived adverbs. For example for the adverb well, alb: mire we have: alb : ashtu, paq, bukur, drejt, fort, tej etc. and miras, mbarë, bujarisht, përzemërsisht, drejtas, tumirë, mirë (e) Derived adverbs are the adverbs formed by derivation. (In the Albanian language grammar within the derivation of adverbs are also included affixation, conversion and compound, while at the chapter of wordformation these are three different modes of word-formation (Albanian Language Grammar, 2002) .
Affixes derived adverbs are a very rich class in Albanian language. The Albanian linguist, Jani Thomai, has seen some paradigmatic groups with the main suffixes (Thomai Jani, 2004) , groups that organised by the suffixes turn into word-formation affixes fields. The main element that organises these fields is the specialized affix, which brings a lot of modifications, first of all semantic modifications.
According to him, "The specialization of the affixes in Albanian language constitutes a very important factor for the creation of semantic models in derived word-formation, and for categorical formations in general. The affixes specialization is accomplished mainly when they come out with different themes, but with the same modified value and first of all this is a semantic specialization" (Thomai Jani, 2004).
As Thomai (2004) formulates that "all words formed with a suffix in synchronic plane form an affix field" we can also find a lot of affixes fields at the adverbs with synonymic relations. So the fields turn into lexicalsemantic affixes fields.
Based on the fact that the same author (2004) has seen 8 paradigmatic adverbs groups organised by respective suffixes we are going to trace the synonymy of the adverbs formed with these suffixes.
Adverbs with the suffix -as / -azi
The adverbs create lexical fields organized by basal meaning, but also by the affix that took part in their formation. But, when we refer to the Synonymic Dictionary (2004) we see that lexical-semantic field involves not only adverbs with the suffixes -as / -azi. This is explained with the fact that the adverbs of this paradigmatic group also have other elements in their semantic structure. We can illustrate this with the example below: FÝTAS (FÝTAZI) ndajf. 1. Duke u kapur për fyti me dikë; grykë më grykë. Fytafyt. Fytafytas (fytafytazi). Rroku, të cilit i ishte prishur pushka, iu hodh ushtarit serb, që nuk e kishte mendjen tek ai dhe u kap fytafyt me të. (Folk.). Fytthi. Grykas (grykazi). Grykafytas (grykafytazi). Grykagrykas (grykagrykazi). Kacafytas. Kacafytas ndër llogoret / … Ndeshin shqipet me taborret / E barbarit Turgut Pashë. (Let. art.).
Veshas. 2. fig. Duke u grindur vazhdimisht. Fytazi. Fytafyt. Fytafytas (fytafytazi). Grykas (grykazi).
Grykafytas (Grykafytazi). Grykagrykas (grykagrykazi). Fytthi. Kacafytas. Grykë si ndajf. 3. Deri në fyt (kur kemi shumë punë). Fytafyt. Fytafytas (fytafytazi). Kacafytas. Grykas (grykazi). Plot.
Adverbs with the suffix -thi
These types of adverbs refering to Synonymic Dictionary (2004) create word-formation synonymy most with adverbs formed with the suffix -as / -azi.
Example:
Adverbs with the suffix -shëm
The adverbs with the suffix -shëm in their essentianl meaning indicates action or state. Here we can have an affix field organised by affixes and within it we have two big subfields, one organised by the basic meaning of manner and the other by the basic menaing of state. 
Adverbs with the suffix -t(ë)
The adverbs formed by the suffix -t(ë), in many cases, but not always create synonymy with the participle verbs with adverbial value, from where the adjectives are formed: a. RRÁSËT ndajf. 
Adverbs with the suffixes -a, -aj
The adverbs with the suffix -a and -aj are a small group, "perhaps not a word-formation type…, with meanings and stylistic value and totally popular creations, of colloquialism, some of them are a regional variant" (Thomai Jani, 2004 
Adverbs with the suffixes -çe
The adverbs with the suffix -çe create a field with many units, where we can distinguish some lexicalsemantic subfields. The field is organised by essential semantic component of manner of action.
FSHÁTÇE ndajf. bised. 1. Së bashku me të gjithë fshatarët. Fshatarçe. Më të dalë të marsit, kur fshatarët e varfër të Trokthit bashkoheshin fshatarçe në punë, i bënin qetë tok dy e nga dy. (Let. art.). Katundisht. I huaji nuk kalon këndej. Kështu kemi vendosur katundisht. (Let. art.). 2.
Fshatarçe1 ndajf. bised.
Lexical-semantic fields formed by conversion
As we noticed above, we have also seen another word-formation field. This field is formed by the adverbs formed with the change of the lexical-grammatical category (conversion).
Here we have two groups: 1. Nouns that passed to adverbs, loosing this way their forms of inflections and their usage in petrous forms. Consider the examples above: RRÓTULL ndajf. 1. Në hapësirën nga të gjitha anët afër dikujt a diçkaje; duke i ardhur nga të gjitha anët dikujt a diçkaje. Rrokull. Rrokullimthi. Rrokullim. Rrotullimthi. Qark. Qarkas. Rrumbullak. Vrangull. Torthi. Anës. 2. Rreth ndajf. 3. Përreth ndajf. 4. Anës ndajf. We notice that the adverb formed by a noun also enters in synonymy with adverbs formed with affixes, but most with adverbs formed by conversion. It's very interesting observing another field of an adverb as (alb.: kruspull, engl.: crouch), that in the Dictionary (2004) indicates not only the synonymic relations, but also, the process of conversion (nouns that passes to adverbs). This is indicated by the element as adv., alb: si ndajf.
